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Laurent Fine Watches invites you to discover a Collection of Exceptional 
Timepieces for Serious Watch Collectors

We sincerely hope this presentation will enchant you expectations

✦ Our Holiday Season Exclusive Timepieces Selection ✦

1 Beautiful Breilting Chronomat 808 panda dial with Venus caliber 175 from 1966 

(fully serviced)

2 Very rare Jaeger Lecoultre 2648.42 chronograph with Valjoux 72. Less than 

2000 pieces have been made

3 Extremely rare Jaeger Lecoultre Memovox Gubelin IPSO-VOX in solid 18K 

yellow gold with caliber K825 (Fully Serviced)

4 Mint condition Lange & Sohne 1815 Rattrapante Perpetual Calendar in rose 

gold – Full set

5 Omega Speedmaster professional chronograph ref 105012-66 from 1966 with 

caliber 321

6 Beautiful Omega 37.5mm dial in 18K solid yellow gold from 1952 with 

automatic movement with caliber 344

7 Omega Speedmaster Schumacher MK40 – Ref ST3520.53.00 with caliber 1151 

(fully serviced)

8 Omega Speedmaster professional chronograph From the moon to mars ref 

3577.50 from 2008 with box and invoice

http://www.laurentfinewatches.com/


9 Unique and amazing Military watch Panerai 3646 Radiomir in Stainless steel 

from the Italian navy with California dial and Rolex movement circa 1938

10 Mythic Patek Philippe 1463 in 18k yellow gold in perfect condition with box 

and archive as well as invoice for full service by Patek Philippe

11 Mint condition Patek Philippe limited edition “Year 2000 – Millennium” pink 

gold rectangular with 10 day power reserve

12 Brand new Patek Philippe Grande Complications 5270 G-014 with Perpetual 

Calendar Chronograph blue in white gold

13 Vintage Rolex Oyster Perpetual Explorer 1016 from 1967

14 Very rare tropical dial Rolex 1601 in rose gold from 1967 with oyster riveted 

bracelet

15 Iconic Rolex Oyster Perpetual Submariner 5508 from 1959 with 100 meters first 

and caliber 1530

16 Iconic Rolex Submariner 5513 from 1966 with caliber 1520 and 26 jewels (Full 

set)

17 Vintage Rolex Chronograph reference 6238 Pre Daytona from 1965 with 

caliber Valjoux 72B

18 Iconic full set Rolex Daytona Patrizzi unpolished with Zenith movement from 

1996

19 Vintage Rolex Precision UFO ref 9083 in stainless steel from 1958

20 Beautiful brand new Stepan Sarpaneva Korona RG watch

http://www.laurentfinewatches.com/


Beautiful Breilting Chronomat 808 
panda dial with Venus caliber 175 

from 1966 (fully serviced)

Vintage Breitling Chronomat 808 with reference 217012 and round panda dial. The inner 
section of the dial is black with outer white ring with red and black Arabic numerals. The 
hours are marked with stainless steel batons and dots. Two white sub dials for the seconds 
at 9 o’clock and 45 minutes at 3 o’clock. At 6 o’clock come “Chronomat” and “Swiss 
Made”. The hands are in stainless steel with “Dauphine” design and the chronograph 
hand is red. Luminous is good on dots and hands. The crown comes with the Breitling logo. 
It is a stainless steel case with engraved outside “ Breitling Chronomat – 217012 – Stainless 
Steel – 808” and engraved inside “Breitling Watch Ltd - Swiss – 1075301”. The watch has a 
minute wind movement with Caliber Venus 175 and 17 jewels. The watch has a black 
leather band. The watch has just been fully serviced.

Technical details

Manual wind chronograph movement with caliber Venus 175 with seconds, 45 minutes, 
pillar wheel sub second with 17 jewels, 18,000 A/h and 45 hours of power reserve.

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 37.5mm
Length including lugs:  44mm

http://www.laurentfinewatches.com/watch-expo/expo-vintage/Breitling-Chronomat-808-Vu-11-29-2018.html


Very rare Jaeger Lecoultre 2648.42 
chronograph with Valjoux 72. Less 

than 2000 pieces have been made

Unique and complete vintage Jaeger Lecoultre 2648.42 watch with original band and 
buckle. The watch has a round stainless steel case with a blue dial and three white sub 
dial for the minutes, hours and seconds. It is one-piece case. Hours are represented with 
steel and yellow batons. Luminous are excellent. The watch has steel baton hands and 
yellow hands for chronograph and sub dials. It has two outer pulsations scale, yellow 220 
and blue 200. The crown comes with the JLC logo. The pushers are round. The back case 
is in stainless steel with engraved in the back “waterresistant 2648.42 – 5ATU – Stainless steel 
– One piece case – 1279054 – Logo JLC”. It has a manual winding movement with caliber 
Valjoux 72. The watch comes with the original JLC band as well as stainless steel JLC 
buckle. The watch comes with the original box. 

Technical details

It is a manual winding movement with caliber Valjoux 72 (1938-1974), straight-line lever 
escapement, 17 jewels, 18,000bph and 48 hours of power reserve.

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 43.5mm
Length including lugs: 43.5mm

http://www.laurentfinewatches.com/watch-expo/expo-vintage/Jaeger-Lecoultre-2648.42-V-1019-2017.html


Extremely rare Jaeger Lecoultre 
Memovox Gubelin IPSO-VOX in solid 18K 

yellow gold with caliber K825
(Fully Serviced)

The first automatic alarm watch ever made. Beautiful Jaeger Lecoultre Memovox in solid 
18K yellow gold. The watch has an original dial Gubelin IPSO-VOX with gold batons and 
dots for each hour. Hands are in gold with Dauphine style with indirect second hand. 
Luminous are good on hands and dots. The date comes at 3 o’clock. At 12 o’clock, it 
indicates Gubelin and 6 o’clock IPSO-VOX. The case is in 18K yellow solid gold.  In the 
back case you have engraved inside “0.750 – Gubelin IPSOVOX – 982474” and outside 
“Rob’T Bartel”. Automatic movement with caliber K825 with 17 jewels numbered 1724292. 
Both crowns are at 2 and 4 o’clock. It comes with a brown leather strap. Width between 
lugs is 18mm. Very collectible timepiece as extremely rare to find.

Technical details

Automatic movement with a caliber K825 (1958) with number 1724292 and engraved 
Gubelin, Jaeger Lecoultre – Swiss fab Suisse with 17 jewels, and 18,000 bph.

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 37mm
Length including lugs: 46mm

http://www.laurentfinewatches.com/watch-expo/expo-vintage/Jaeger-Lecoultre-Gubelin-Vu-12-1-2018.html


Mint condition Lange & Sohne 1815 
Rattrapante Perpetual Calendar in 

rose gold - Full set

Extremely collectible Lange & Sohne 1815 Rattrapante Perpetual Calendar watch in rose 
gold. Hours are marked with black Arabic numerals. The is a light gray round dial with 4 
sub dials, 3 o’clock for the month and 1 to 4 for the perpetual calendar, 6 o’clock for the 
outer second and astronomical with moon phase, 9 o’clock for the day of the week and 
date 12 o’clock for the power reserve and 30 minutes counter for the chronograph. The 
outer dial is surrounded with the seconds. The hands are in rose gold with “Leaf’ Style. The 
second sweep second hand is in rose gold and the rattrapante hand is blue, both have a 
“Stick shape”. The crown is marked with the Lange & Sohne logo. Pushers at 2, 4 and 10 
o’clock are for the chronograph and rattrapante functions. The back case is in rose gold 
with a crystal sapphire exhibition back. Engraved on the hedge of the case “ Glashutte SA 
- 2133340 – A Lange & Sohne”. It is a manual winding movement with caliber L101.1 with 
43 jewels. It is watch resistant up to 30 meters/100 feet. The watch comes with a brown 
crocodile band with deployant rose gold buckle. All parts of the watch are marked. The 
watch comes with box and papers (Full set).

Technical details

Manual wind movement with caliber L101.1, 43 jewels with frequency 21,600 A/h with 42 
hours of power reserve.

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 41.5mm
Length including lugs: 50mm

http://www.laurentfinewatches.com/watch-expo/expo-contemporary/Lange-Sohne-1815-C-04-26-2018.html


Omega Speedmaster professional 
chronograph ref 105012-66 from 1966 

with caliber 321

Iconic Omega Speedmaster chronograph in stainless steel with a round black dial. The 
watch has batons for each hour and three sub dials, 3 o’clock with the minutes, 6 o’clock 
for hours and 9 o’clock for seconds. At 12 o’clock, there are two dots. Luminous are very 
good. Hands are white with stick shapes. The crown has the Omega logo. The outside 
black bezel has a tachymeter graduated up to 500. It is a screwed back case in stainless 
steel with engraved outside the Dragon/Horse design and Speedmaster and inside “Acier 
Inoxydable – Omega Watch Co – Fab Suisse – Swiss Made – 105012-66 – CB”. It is a manual 
winding movement with caliber 321 and 17 jewels numbered 24952808. The watch has a 
cover between the case and the movement. The lugs on the watch are very nice and the 
width is 20mm. The watch was has not been polished. The watch comes with a Nato 
brown leather strap. It is a beautiful watch in excellent condition mechanically. The dial is 
in mint condition as well as the hands”. The bezel has a very nice patina even though it 
shows some sign of wearing. Overall, the watch is in very good working condition and very 
collectible.

Technical details

Manual winding movement with caliber 321 with 17 jewels, 18,000 A/h and 44 hours of 
power reserve. The functions are 60 seconds, 30 minutes, 12 hours, pillar wheel and sub 
second. It is the base of the Lemania CH27 C12. This base caliber is also used by Patek 
Philippe or Audemars Piguet.

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 42mm
Length including lugs: 48mm

http://www.laurentfinewatches.com/watch-expo/expo-vintage/Omega-Speedmaster321-Vu-11-24-2018.html


Beautiful Omega 37.5mm dial in 18K 
solid yellow gold from 1952 with 

automatic movement with caliber 344

Beautiful 1952 Omega watch in 18K solid yellow gold with a round light grey dial with gold 
triangle to mark each hour. There is an inner circle marking every minute with a dot. The 
dial has a second sub dial at 6 o’clock. All the hands are in yellow gold; the hour and 
minute hands have a “Dauphine” style. The crow comes with the Omega logo. The back 
case is in 18K solid yellow gold with engraved inside “Omega Watch Co – Fab Suisse – 
Swiss Made – 11159710 – 2660 - .750” and all the marks for yellow gold. It is an automatic 
movement with caliber 344 with 17 jewels numbered 13494000. The watch comes with a 
brown strap with gold plated Omega buckle.

Technical details

Automatic bumper movement with sub second with caliber Omega 344 (done between 
1952 and 1955). Come with 17 jewels, 19,800 A/h and 42 hours of reserve power. The 
movement is numbered 13494000.

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 37.5mm
Length including lugs: 44mm

http://www.laurentfinewatches.com/watch-expo/expo-vintage/Omega-37.5-gold-Vu-05-06-2018.html


Omega Speedmaster Schumacher MK40 – 
Ref ST3520.53.00 with caliber 1151

(fully serviced)

Iconic Omega Speedmaster Schumacker MK 40 with reference ST3520.53.00 with slate 
grey round dial and tritium Arabic numerals, minute circle with strokes to the 1/5” of a 
second, 30 minute counter at 12 o’clock, 12 hour counter at 6 o’clock, continuous small 
second at 9 o’clock on a blue black day/night indicator, inspired by the famous 
Flightmaster of 1969. The watch has a hybrid calendar: analogue date and windows for 
the date and month. Luminous baton hands, red chronograph hands, black calendar 
hand with a yellow arrow tip. The watch has an outside black bezel tachymeter ring 
graduated up to 500. The crown has the Omega logo. The watch comes with steel back 
case water resistant to 30 meters. The watch has an automatic movement with caliber 
Omega 1151 and 25 jewels. The watch comes with a stainless steel bracelet with 
reference 850 and double Omega clasp buckle with reference 1562/850. The watch 
comes with the box (no inside cousin), card of the store and operating instruction manual. 
Fully serviced.

Technical details

Automatic movement with caliber Omega 1151 with 25 jewels, 28,800 A/h and with 44 
hours of power reserve. (It is based on the Valjoux 7751). Started to be produced in 1995.

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 39mm
Length including lugs: 44mm

http://www.laurentfinewatches.com/watch-expo/expo-contemporary/Omega-Speedmaster-3520.53.00-Cu-11-4-2018.html


Omega Speedmaster professional 
chronograph From the moon to 

mars ref 3577.50 from 2008 
with box and invoice

Iconic Omega Speedmaster chronograph in stainless steel with a round black dial. The 
watch has batons for each hour and three sub dials, 3 o’clock with the minutes with 
brown color, 6 o’clock hours with green color and 9 o’clock seconds with blue color. At 6 
o’clock you have the “From the Moon to Mars”. At 12 o’clock, there are two dots. 
Luminous are very good. Hands are white with stick shapes. The crown has the Omega 
logo. The outside black bezel has a tachymeter graduated up to 500. The case is in 
stainless steel with engraved outside “Flight – Qualified by Nasa for all manned space 
missions – From the moon to mars - #4177 -. It is a manual winding movement with caliber 
1861 and 18 jewels. The watch comes with a stainless steel band with inscription 849 
-1998/849 Omega Stainless steel – Swiss Made and double clasp buckle with Omega logo. 
The watch comes with box, tag, manual and invoice.

Technical details

Manual winding movement with caliber 1861 with 18 jewels, 21,600 Bph and 48 hours of 
power reserve.  It is based on a Lemania 1873 design. 

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 42mm
Length including lugs: 48mm

http://www.laurentfinewatches.com/watch-expo/expo-contemporary/Omega-Speedmaster-3577-C-09-03-2018.html


Unique and amazing Military watch 
Panerai 3646 Radiomir in Stainless steel 
from the Italian navy with California 
dial and Rolex movement circa 1938

The Radiomir 3646 was the first presented to the Italian naval forces around 1938 and they 
are among the first divers watches ever made. Only a few pieces remain as many have 
been destroyed or lost during the war and this timepiece is in incredible condition being 
almost 80 years old.

In the entire course of history, Rolex never made any watches for any brand in the world, 
with one exception, and this was for an Italian manufacture named Panerai. The vintage 
Panerai watches were never made available to the public, because Panerai made them 
at the time exclusively for the Royal Italian Navy. The very first Panerai production models, 
which were made between 1936 and 1938 featured the Art-Decom masterpiece 
"California" Dial

Unique Paneira 3646 Radiomir from the Italian Navy dated circa 1938. Beautiful California 
dial with both Arabic and Roman numerals. The radium is perfect. The hands have blue 
color with exceptional radium and “Sword” design. The crown is over sized with an onion 
shape design and engraved “Brevet and the Swiss flag”. The case is in stainless steel with 
47mm size. The back case is screwed.

Technical details

Manual winding Rolex movement with caliber 618 with 17 jewels, 18,000 A/h with 41 hours 
of power reserve

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 47mm

http://www.laurentfinewatches.com/watch-expo/expo-vintage/Panerai-1938-364-Radiomir-V-1120-2017.html


Mythic Patek Philippe 1463 in 18k yellow 
gold in perfect condition with box 
and archive as well as invoice for 

full service by Patek Philippe

The model 1463 of Patek Philippe is considered as one of the most important and 
collectible timepiece. It was introduced in the 1940’s bringing revolutionary feature like 
the screw back case allowing a water and dirt resistance but most importantly the first 
Patek water resistant chronograph. This 1963 reference 1463 comes with a round creamy 
dial and two sub dials at 3 o’clock for the minutes and 9 o’clock for the seconds. The 
hours are marked with gold batons and the minutes with black Arabic numerals every 5 
minutes. On the edge of the bezel comes a tachymeter scaled up to 1000. The hands are 
in gold with baton design and with blue color for the chronograph hand and minute sub 
dial. The watch comes with an oversized crown and two pushers for the chronograph. The 
watch comes with a gold screw back numbered 2.629…. It has a black hand made 
crocodile Patek Philippe band “B” A11 and a Patek Philippe yellow gold buckle with all 
marks. The width between lugs is 18mm. The watch comes with the original box, archive 
and the Patek Philippe maintenance service invoice.

Technical details

Manual winding chronograph with caliber 13, with 23 jewels, frequency of 18,000 semi-
oscillations/hour and 39 hours of power reserve. It is a Valjoux ebauche produced 
exclusively for Patek Philippe. The movement is numbered 869…

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 35mm
Length including lugs: 42mm

http://www.laurentfinewatches.com/watch-expo/expo-vintage/Patek-Philippe-1463-V-0105-2018.html


Mint condition Patek Philippe limited 
edition “Year 2000 – Millennium” pink 

gold rectangular with 10 day power 
reserve - Ref 5100RG

A beautiful limited edition pink gold rectangular with 10-day power reserve 
commemorating the year 2000 Millennium. Reference 5100RG. Movement 3.201…. Case 
4.12…. made in 2000. The watch as a caliber 28-20/220 10-day nickel lever movement, 
stamped with the seal of Geneva, 29 jewels, adjusted to heat, cold, isochronism and 
5 positions, two train winding, Gyromax balance • grey ruthenium dial, applied pink gold 
Arabic numerals and triangular indexes, pink gold dauphine hands, subsidiary dial for 10-
day power reserve indication at 12 and subsidiary seconds • 18k pink gold rectangular 
flare-sided polished case, sapphire crystal exhibition display back secured by 4 screws 
• case, dial and movement signed • with an 18k pink gold Patek Philippe buckle and 
band strap. The watch comes with the original Millennium box and archive.
 
Technical details

Movement Caliber 28-20/220, 10-day power reserve with 29 jewels.

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 34mm
Length including lugs: 45.5 mm

http://www.laurentfinewatches.com/watch-expo/expo-contemporary/Patek-Philippe-5100R-C-11-01-2018.html


Brand new Patek Philippe Grande 
Complications 5270 G-014 with 

Perpetual Calendar Chronograph blue 
in white gold

Brand new Patek Philippe Grande Complications 5270 G-014 blue dial and three sub dials, 
with minutes at 3 o’clock, date at 6 o’clock with moon phase inside and second at 9 
o’clock. At 12 o’clock comes the calendar with day and month. At 5 o’clock comes the 
window for the perpetual. Each hour is marked with a white gold baton. On the outer of 
the dial comes a white tachymeter graduated up to 1000. The hands are in white gold 
with “Feuille” style. The glass is sapphire. The crown has the PP logo. The functions of the 
watch are hours, minutes, small seconds, day/night indication, date, day, leap year, 
month, perpetual calendar, chronograph, column wheel and moonphase. The watch has 
a sapphire crystal exhibition back case with all the poincons. The watch also comes with a 
solid screwed back white gold case. It is an automatic movement with caliber CH 29-535- 
PS Q with 33 jewels. The watch comes with a blue crocodile strap with a white gold Patek 
Philippe bucke. It is a brand new watch full set.

Technical details

Automatic movement with caliber CH 29-535 PS Q column-wheel chronograph 
movement with 33 jewels, 28,800 A/h and 65 hours of power reserve. The movement has 
456 parts.

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 41mm
Length including lugs: 49.50mm

http://www.laurentfinewatches.com/watch-expo/expo-contemporary/Patek-Phlippe-5270G-C-10-07-2018.html


Vintage Rolex Oyster Perpetual 
Explorer 1016 from 1967

Very collectible Rolex Oyster Perpetual Explorer 1016 from 1967 with round black dial with 
mustard Arabic numerals for 3, 6 and 9 o’clock and baton for other hours. At 6 o’clock is 
engraved, “Superlative chronometer officially certified”. It is a “Swiss – T  25” model. The 
hands are in steel with “Mercedes” style. All luminous are good. The crown has the Rolex 
logo. It is a screwed back stainless steel case with engraved inside “Montres Rolex SA - 
Geneva- Switzerland - Patented - Stainless Steel - 1016 - IV 67”. The serial number of the 
watch is 1.737 million series. It is an automatic movement with Rolex caliber 1570 with 26 
jewels. The watch comes with Nato brown leather strap. 

Technical details

Automatic movement with caliber 1570 with 26 jewels and 19,800 A/h with 48 hours of 
power reserve. The movement started to be produced in 1965 to 1974.

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 36mm
Length including lugs:  44mm

http://www.laurentfinewatches.com/watch-expo/expo-vintage/Rolex-1016-Vu-11-26-2018.html


Very rare tropical dial Rolex 1601 in 
rose gold from 1967 with oyster 

riveted bracelet

Beautiful round vintage Rolex Oyster Perpetual Datejust in 18k rose gold. The watch has 
just an amazing colorful brown tropical dial that I never see before with gold batons every 
five minutes and gold sticks hands. On the dial at 6 o’clock comes “Superlative 
chronometer – Official certified” and T Swiss T. The date is at 3 o’clock. The watch has a 
fluted bezel in excellent condition. The case is in 18K rose gold with engraved inside 
“Montres Rolex SA – Geneva Switzerland Patented” with all the marks and reference 1601. 
The crown comes with the Rolex logo. It is a Rolex automatic movement with caliber 1570 
and 26 jewels. The watch comes with an oyster rose gold riveted bracelet that will fit up to 
a 7.5 inches wrist.

Technical details

Automatic movement with caliber 1570, 26 jewels, 19800 bhp and 48 hours of power 
reserve. 

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 36mm
Length including lugs:  43mm

http://www.laurentfinewatches.com/watch-expo/expo-vintage/Rolex-1601-Rose-Gold-Vu-01-27-2018.html


Iconic Rolex Oyster Perpetual 
Submariner 5508 from 1959 with 100 

meters first and caliber 1530

Beautiful Rolex Submariner 5508 in stainless steel with serial number 399 thousand dating 
the watch to 1959.  The watch has a round black dial with dots for hours and batons for 3, 
6, 9 o’clock marks. The hands are original with Mercedes shape. Luminous are very good. 
At 12 o’clock comes “Rolex Oyster Perpetual” and 6 o’clock 100 meters – 330 ft - 
Submariner”. It is a “Swiss”. On the outer of the dial comes a black bezel graduated every 
ten. The crown is original with the Rolex logo. The watch has a screw back case.  The 
watch has an automatic Rolex movement with caliber 1530 and 25 jewels. The watch has 
a stainless steel bracelet with rivet and double buckle clasp with Rolex logo. 

Technical details

Automatic Rolex movement with sweep second and caliber 1530, 25 jewels, 18,000 A/h 
and 44 hours of power reserve. 

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 38mm
Length including lugs:  47mm

http://www.laurentfinewatches.com/watch-expo/expo-vintage/Rolex-5508-Vu-12-1-2018.html


Iconic Rolex Submariner 5513 from 
1966 with caliber 1520 and 26 jewels 

(Full set)

Beautiful Rolex Submariner 5513 in stainless steel no date with serial number 1.4 millions plus 
from 1966.  The watch has a round black dial with dots for hours, batons for 3, 6, 9 o’clock 
and arrow for 12 o’clock marks. The hands are original with Mercedes shape. At 12 
o’clock comes “Rolex Oyster Perpetual” and 6 o’clock 200 meters = 660ft Submariner”. It is 
a Swiss – T <25. On the outer of the dial comes a black bezel graduated every ten. The 
crown is original with the Rolex logo. The watch has a screw back case.  The watch has an 
automatic Rolex movement with caliber 1520 and 26 jewels. The watch has a stainless 
steel bracelet with double buckle with ref 93150 H. It is a full set with box and paper.

Technical details

Automatic Rolex movement with caliber 1520, 26 jewels, 19800 bhp and 48 hours of power 
reserve. 

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 40mm
Length including lugs:  47mm

http://www.laurentfinewatches.com/watch-expo/expo-vintage/Rolex-5513-Ful-Set-Vu-10-5-2018.html


Vintage Rolex Chronograph 
reference 6238 Pre Daytona from 1965 

with caliber Valjoux 72B

Rare Rolex Chronograph reference 6238 Pre Daytona from 1965. The watch has a steel 
round dial with three sub dials, 3 o’clock for the minutes, 6 o’clock for the hours and 9 
o’clock for the seconds. The watch has batons and dots for each hour. The watch has 
an outer tachymeter graded up to 1,000.  The hands have “Obelisque” style”. Luminous 
are very good on batons, dots and hands. The crown has the Rolex logo. It is a screw 
back case with serial number 1.1 million which date the watch to 1965. The watch has 
a Manual wind movement with caliber Valjoux 72B with 17 jewels. The watch comes 
with a stainless steel bracelet with rivet with double clasp Rolex buckle.

The 6238 was produced from 1962 to 1967 and had the nick name of “Pre Daytona”. 
This watch was offered in stainless steel and gold and only 3,600 timepieces have been 
produced. Even though, the movement was a Valjoux 72, it was finished and 
assembled at Rolex. The most valuable models are the ones from the Peruvian air 
force.

Technical details

Manual wind chronograph with 60 seconds, 30 minutes, 12 hours with caliber Valjoux 
72B with 17 jewels and 18,000 A/h and 48 hours of power reserve. 

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 36mm
Length including lugs:  43mm

http://www.laurentfinewatches.com/watch-expo/expo-vintage/Rolex-Chronograph-6238-Vu-12-2-2018.html


Iconic full set Rolex Daytona Patrizzi 
unpolished with Zenith movement

from 1996

Very rare Rolex Oyster Perpetual Cosmograph – Daytona Patrizzi from 1996 in stainless 
steel. The watch has a black dial and batons for the hours. The three sub dials are for the 
minutes at 3 o’clock, hours at 6 o’clock and seconds at 9 o’clock. Each sub dial is circled 
with brown color, which makes the rarity and exclusivity of the watch. The hands have the 
baton style. Above the 6 o’clock sub dial come Daytona in red. It has an engraved 
tachometric bezel up to 400. The crown has the Rolex logo. Each side has shoulders that 
protect the triplock-winding crown as well as upper and lower screw-down push button. 
The watch come with a screw back case. The watch has a stainless steel band with ref 
503 B and 78390”. The watch has the original Zenith movement. The watch is unpolished in 
excellent condition. The serial number of the watch is T22…. It comes with the original 
papers, booklets and box (Full set). 

Technical details

Automatic “Zenith El Primero” movement with caliber 4030, 31 jewels and 28,800 bph with 
40 hours of power reserve. 

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 40mm
Length including lugs:  47mm

http://www.laurentfinewatches.com/watch-expo/expo-contemporary/Rolex-Daytona-Patrizzi-Cu-10-24-2018.html


Vintage Rolex Precision UFO ref 9083 
in stainless steel from 1958

Mint condition and fully serviced Rolex Precision UFO with reference 9083 with round 
creamy honeycomb dial. It is a Rolex Precision watch and officially certified chronometer 
(Very unusual). It is a “Swiss’ model. The watch has stainless steel batons for each hour and 
the Rolex logo at 12 o’clock. The hands are in stainless steel with “Feuille” style. The back 
case is in stainless steel with engraved Inside “Montres Rolex SA – Geneva – Switzerland – 
Patented – Stainless steel – 9083 – 1.1958. Outside the case, you have engraved the Rolex 
logo. It is manual wind movement with sweep second with caliber 1210 and 17 jewels. The 
movement number is N88…. The watch comes with a stainless steel rivet bracelet and 
double clasp buckle. The watch comes with a vintage Rolex box. This vintage piece is rare 
and very desirable with its minimalist aesthetic.

Technical details

It is manual wind movement with sweep second with caliber 1210, 17 jewels, 18,000 A/h 
and 58 hours of power reserve. The movement number is N88….

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 36mm
Length including lugs:  40mm

http://www.laurentfinewatches.com/watch-expo/expo-vintage/Rolex-UFO-9083-Vu-10-28-2018.html


Beautiful brand new Stepan Sarpaneva 
Korona RG watch

Beautiful Stepan Sarpaneva rose gold watch with black dial. The case design is more 
pronounced as the typical scallops are now cut right through the case from front to the 
caseback making the case even more distinctive. The watch has the hallmark rotor with 
the Sarpaneva moon. The moonphase indicator of the Korona RG, with its eternally 
somber face has become a hallmark of the entire series of Korona watches. The watch 
comes with highly design rose gold hands. The crown has a redesign “Oignon” shape. The 
watch has a sapphire crystal exhibition case back with engraved outside “Sarpaneva – 
Korona RG – Number 12”. The watch comes with a black crocodile strap and a rose gold 
buckle. This watch is in pure tradition of an independent watchmaker. Full set.

Technical details

The watch’s base caliber is a new independent movement from the well-known and 
highly regarded Swiss manufactory Soprod S.A., who also provide movements and 
watches to several haute horlogerie brands today.

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 42mm
Length including lugs: 45mm

http://www.laurentfinewatches.com/watch-expo/expo-contemporary/Korona-Sarpaneva-RG-C-10-23-2018.html
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